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14:05 CHELTENHAM, 2m 5f 

Neptune Investment Management Novices' Hurdle (Class 2) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 87-2311 BYRON BLUE (IRE) 59 
br g Dylan Thomas - High Society

5 11 - 6 Tom Cannon
Mark Gillard

135

Jockey Colours: Beige and emerald green stripes, beige sleeves
Timeform says: Has made a good start for this yard, posting a career-best in 23f Worcester
novice event back in August. This a much tougher assignment now, though, and he will need
to step up again.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

2 233-112 MISTER SPINGSPRONG (IRE) 125 
b g Flemensfirth - Watts Hill

7 11 - 6 Danny Cook
M Smith

137

Jockey Colours: Black and light blue check, black sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap
Timeform says: Winning pointer who looks a very good prospect over hurdles following a
brace of novice wins at Hexham and Kelso back in May. Bumped into a smart one at former
venue since, and remains with potential.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

3 53111-1 BLAKLION 23 D 
b g Kayf Tara - Franciscaine

5 11 - 3 J E Moore
N A Twiston-Davies

-

Jockey Colours: Red, white star, red sleeves, black stars, white cap, red star
Timeform says: Point winner who made it 2-2 in bumpers at Haydock in April. Made
successful transition to hurdles when scoring at Perth (2½m) on return last month in good
style, and he's open to lots of improvement.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

4 5333-1 FRAMPTON (IRE) 26 D 
b g Presenting - Drumavish Lass

5 11 - 3 N D Fehily
C E Longsdon

-

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, white hoop, white sleeves, emerald green spots, emerald green and
white striped cap
Timeform says: Showed fair form in handful of starts in bumpers, and made a successful
start over hurdles on return at Uttoxeter (2½m) last month. Rates the type to improve further,
with yard in good order.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

5 21-1113 SUPREME PRESENT 95 BF 
b m Presenting - Deep Sunset

6 10 - 13t J M Maguire
K C Bailey

135

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, orange disc, diabolo on sleeves, orange cap
Timeform says: In good order this year, adding to a Lingfield jumpers bumper victory with
trio of hurdle successes up to 19f this summer. No obvious excuse when third at Newton
Abbot latest, and this demands more.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

6 321211- PRESENT VIEW 220 CD 
b g Presenting - Carry Me

6 10 - 12 Brendan Powell
Jamie Snowden

120

Jockey Colours: Light blue, green sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Irish point winner who has taken very well to chasing, winning 3 of last 4
starts, including at listed level at the Festival in March. Not one to dismiss lightly back over
hurdles.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

7 32/421P
-

VICENTE (FR) 189 
b g Dom Alco - Ireland

5 10 - 12h Sam Twiston-Davies
P F Nicholls

134

Jockey Colours: Yellow, red star, yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap, red star
Timeform says: Left clear 2 out but much improved when winning a 2½m Wincanton
handicap in March. Clearly not 100% at Ayr towards last backend, and folly to dismiss lightly
on return to action now.  (Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: Blaklion was a cosy winner on hurdles debut at Perth last month, despite the
way the race developed, and he gets the nod with considerable improvement a distinct possibility.
Vicente was clearly not 100% at Ayr during the spring and should have more to give this year, with
Frampton and Present View, who scored over fences at the Festival, also making the shortlist.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: BLAKLION 
2: VICENTE 
3: FRAMPTON


